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Environment Ground and Sand Protection 

GroundMate ground protection mats provide incredible value 
and efficient ground cover. Suitable for pedestrian and 
medium to heavy weight vehicular traffic, it is currently 
available in grey with an anti-slip tread pattern finish on one 
side and a ‘diamond embossed’ finish on the opposite side 

GroundMate LT (lite) is a thinner mat designed to 
provide highly effective cover for hard, firm and/or 
decorative surfaces that need protection from vehicles, 
such as forklift and cart traffic. It is lightweight, cost-
effective, simple to install and requires no fixings. As it 
can be used repeatedly, it provides a more professional 
and cost effective solution than plywood. 

Terratrak has been designed to withstand the weight and 
stress exerted by heavy forklifts and cranes. 
It is light enough to be put in position by hand and with its 
overlapping design and unique locking system it creates a 
continuous surface free from gaps and other potential trip 
hazards. 

On muddy, sandy or grass surfaces, Portapath brings 
pathways and flooring solutions which sustain rugged 
assignments. An excellent all weather, all year round 
surface, providing an innovative and reliable alternative to 
traditional flooring systems such as plywood. Portapath is 
easy to handle, simple to install and allows installation to be 
customised for each occasion, reducing time spent on site. 
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Environment Ground and Sand Protection (cont) 
Terraflor ground and turf protection is designed to provide 
access and protection to sensitive grounds during 
construction activities, helping prevent environmental 
destruction.  It allows a passage of air and light and creates a 
moist atmosphere under the tile, without noticeable build-
up of heat – essential elements for keeping grass healthy and 
green. 

Terratile ground and turf protection is designed to provide 
access and protection to sensitive grounds during construction 
activities, helping prevent environmental destruction. It allows 
a passage of air and light and creates a moist atmosphere 
under the tile, without noticeable build-up of heat – essential 

elements for keeping grass healthy and green. 

Terraturf is one of the “budget” range manufactured in the UK by 
Terraplas plc – the World’s No. 1 Turf Protection company. It is designed 
for pedestrian use to provide access and protection to sensitive grounds 
during construction activities, helping prevent environmental destruction. 
It allows the passage of air and light and each tile overlaps its adjacent 
tiles to prevent rubbish and non-desirable liquids from passing through to 
the turf – whether natural or artificial. 
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